Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 (CZTS) has received substantial interest as a potential material for photovoltaic applications in recent years.
| INTRODUCTION
Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 (CZTS) has received substantial interest as a potential material for photovoltaic applications in recent years.
The material is primarily interesting, since it consists of earth abundant and non-toxic elements. The highest efficiency demonstrated for CZTS to date is 11% [1] . For this record efficiency a CdS/CZTS stack underwent a heat treatment, leading to inter-diffusion at the interface. It was argued that a new phase forms during the heat treatment near the absorber/buffer interface, which modifies the band alignment [1] . The importance of the conduction band offset (CBO) at the absorber/buffer interface is well known [2, 3] . A cliff structure (CBO<0) can lead to detrimental interface recombination, while a large spike results in blocking of the photocurrent and reduced fill factor [2] . A flat conduction band alignment (CBO ∼ 0) is usually found in high-efficiency Cu(In,Ga)Se 2 devices [4, 5] . A direct determination of the CBO at the CdS/CZTS interface revealed a significant cliff of -0.34 eV [6] , while other studies report CBOs ranging from a spike of 0.41eV to a cliff of -0.34 eV [6, 7, 8] . Commonly, it is assumed that a small cliff is present at the CZTS/CdS interface, which highlights the need to replace CdS with materials with a higher conduction band minimum in order to avoid an unfavorable band alignment [9] .
The band alignment between the buffer layer and CZTS has been studied for various buffer layer systems such as CdS [6, 10] , ZnO 1−x S x [10] , In 2 S 3 [10] , and Zn 1−x Cd x S [11] . In our previous work, we have focused on Zn 1−x Sn x O y (ZTO) buffer layers deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) as an alternative to CdS for CZTS [12, 13] and Cu(In,Ga)Se 2 (CIGS) [14, 15] . It has been demonstrated that the ZTO band gap can be tuned by adjustment of the ALD growth temperature. Growth temperatures in the range of 90-180 • C resulted in ZTO films with band gaps in the range of 3.25 -3.75 eV [14] , and it is assumed that this affects the CBO as well. Recently it was reported that an ultrathin Zn (O,S) layer is formed at the ZTO/CZTS interface, which might reduce interface recombination, and be one reason for good efficiencies achieved with this buffer layer [16] .
Several studies show that the apparent bulk band gap of CZTS is strongly affected by both the annealing conditions and post annealing ordering treatments [17, 18, 19] . When the Cu-Zn order in CZTS is increased, the band gap is widened significantly [17, 19, 20, 21] . Since the band alignment with CdS is assumed to be cliff-like, this cliff would presumably worsen in ordered CZTS if the conduction band shifts up relative to the buffer. Thus, a better suited buffer layer can possibly unlock the potential of the higher band gap of ordered CZTS. In this work, we investigate how the surface valence band edges and the bulk band gap of CZTS can be varied, leading to both high efficiencies and high open circuit voltages.
| EXPERIMENTAL
In this work 1 mm soda lime glass substrates were coated with 300 nm Mo by DC sputtering. Cu-Zn-Sn-S precursors were deposited by sputtering from binary CuS, ZnS, and SnS targets in an argon atmosphere. The composition of the precursors was measured by X-ray fluorescence. Two batches of precursors were used in this work. Samples for UPS/XPS measurements had the composition ratios Cu/Sn = 1.89 and Zn/(Cu+Sn) = 0.33 while precursors with composition ratios of Cu/Sn = 1.89 and Zn/(Cu+Sn) = 0.38 were used for the devices.
Sulfurization of the precursors was performed in a pyrolytic carbon coated graphite box containing 70 mg of elemental sulfur. The graphite box was introduced into a preheated tube furnace with an argon background pressure of 350 Torr. When samples were transferred to the hot zone the temperature of the box increased to 580 • C in about 90 s.
The samples were allowed to dwell for either 1 or 13 minutes. For a more detailed description of the annealing process see reference [22] . Samples for device fabrication were exposed to an air annealing treatment after sulfurization. This was done by placing the sample onto a preheated hotplate set to 300 • C for 80 seconds. After removing the samples, the temperature of the hotplate was reduced to 200 • C and the samples were air annealed for additionally 10 min. After the air annealing treatment the samples were removed from the hot plate and allowed to cool to room temperature.
Some samples underwent an ordering treatment. This was done by heating the samples to 300 • C in an argon atmosphere. The samples were then slowly cooled to room temperature with a rate of 0.1 • C/min. The ordering treatment was always performed after air annealing, but before deposition of the buffer layer. The samples that did not undergo an ordering treatment are referred to as "disordered", but will have some degree of ordering determined by the cooling rate after air annealing.
Before buffer layer deposition, the absorbers were etched for 2 min in 5% KCN. Subsequently, either CdS was deposited by chemical bath deposition or ZTO by atomic layer deposition (ALD). About 60 nm of CdS is deposited by chemical bath deposition at 60 • C following the procedure described in [23] . The Zn 1−x Sn x O y films were grown in an F-120 Microchemistry reactor at 120 • C. In total 1000 cycles were deposited using a 1:1 ZnO:SnO 2 super cycle approach with pulse lengths of 0.4:0.8:0.4:0.8 s for DEZn/TDMASn:N 2 :H 2 O:N 2 , respectively [14] . Using the same process parameters, the corresponding thickness and composition (x-value) for a 500 cycles film on a soda lime glass substrate were measured by XRF to be 28 nm and x=0.18, respectively. A band gap of the ZTO film of 3.6 eV is estimated from transmission-reflection measurements on similar samples on quartz substrates.
The devices were completed by sputter deposition of an i-ZnO/Al:ZnO bilayer and mechanical scribing to define cells with an area of 0.05 cm 2 . Dark and illuminated JV measurements were performed with a Newport ABA solar simulator and the external quantum efficiency (QE) was measured in a homebuilt setup. For calculation of the internal QE, the reflectance was measured with a Bentham PVE300 system. Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman measurements were performed at room temperature in a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman microscope equipped with an InGaAs and Si CCD detector using 785 and 532 nm lasers. To perform Raman measurement on the back contact after device completion the absorbers were delaminated. A piece of glass was glued onto the device stack with superglue. When removing the glass with force, the device delaminated at the Mo/CZTS interface.
Cross-section transmission electron microscope (TEM) lamellas were prepared with a focused ion beam and scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM, FEI Strata DB235). The in-situ lift out technique was used and the TEM lamella was attached to a Ti grid. The TEM lamella was then polished to electron transparency and a final Ga ion beam treatment with an energy of 5 kV was used for removing the amorphized surface layer. For TEM analysis, a probe corrected FEI Titan Themis equipped with the SuperX system for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and operated at 200 kV was used.
For photoelectron spectroscopy measurements, the absorber samples (i.e., after the KCN etch) were sealed in a plastic bag under inert gas and shipped to KIT. At KIT, the samples were transferred into the UHV system via a glovebox without any additional ambient air exposure. The UHV analysis chamber is equipped with an Omicron Argus CU electron analyzer, a DAR450 twin anode x-ray source generating Mg Kα and Al Kα x-rays for XPS, and a He gas discharge lamp for He II UPS.
| RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this work are separated into three sections: Section 3.1 discusses how the bulk band gap of CZTS can be modified depending on the annealing conditions. Section 3.2 reports on the changes in chemical and electronic structure at the absorber surface as a result of different thermal treatments. Finally in section 3.3, the influence of the different preparation parameters on the final device is investigated.
| Effect of ordering and annealing time on the band gap of Cu 2 ZnSnS 4
In this section, it is discussed how the band gap of CZTS can be modified by the annealing conditions. Two different approaches will be shown to affect the apparent band gap extracted from internal quantum efficiency (IQE). For this purpose, samples annealed in a sulfur containing atmosphere for 1 minute are compared to samples annealed for 13 minutes (denoted "D1/CdS", and "D13/CdS"). It has previously been observed that the annealing time affects the apparent band gap in our process due to loss of sulfur from the graphite box [17] . These devices are compared to two samples annealed in sulfur followed by a slow cooling ordering treatment (labeled "O1/CdS" and "O13/CdS" after 1 and 13 min annealing, resp.). Figure 1 shows the quantum efficiency and photoluminescence of the devices. In order to extract the band gap energy from QE measurements, we employ the method described by Richter et al. [24] . The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is determined by the collection efficiency and the absorption characteristics of the solar cell. For absorbers thicker than W + L D , where W is the width of the space charge region, and L D is the effective carrier diffusion length, the internal quantum efficiency is given by [25] :
where α is the absorption coefficient. Assuming that the product αL D << 1, equation 1 can be rearranged to:
This approximation is only valid in the region where α is small, for example the weakly absorbing tail states below E g , or in material with a short diffusion length. According to Gokmen et al. this approximation is valid for IQE<0.3, where α is considered sufficiently small [26] . For a direct band gap semiconductor the absorption coefficient is described by the square root behavior: α = A 0 hν E g − hν, where A 0 is a constant. The x-intercept of the linear fit of (hνl n[1 − I Q E ]) 2 versus photon energy can be used to estimate the band gap energy [24] .
For sample D13/CdS, which represents the anneal for 13 minutes in sulfur, we derive a band gap of 1.55 eV. When reducing the annealing time to 1 minute, a small increase to 1.58 eV is observed. Note, however, that the 1 min anneal results in devices with poorer collection resulting in lower QE. Since the reduced collection efficiency can result in a lower extracted band gap [27] , it is important to be cautious when interpreting the band gap change. An error bar of the fit of the order of ± 0.05 eV, which is estimated by variation of the number of included data points within acceptable boundaries, must also be taken into account. In order to verify that the change in band gap is not only related to the change in collection efficiency, photoluminescence measurements of the devices are included in Figure 1(c) . A small blue shift of about 30 meV is observed for the 1 min annealed sample compared to the 13 min sample. This indicates that the band gap widening extracted from IQE is not entirely dominated by collection, but a small band gap shift is in fact caused by the change in annealing time. This difference is smaller than the impact of annealing time observed previously [17] . It is worth noticing that the PL peak maximum is about 230 mV lower than the band gap extracted from IQE. It has been suggested that the low energy of the PL peak is a result of a very high density of defect states near the band edges or formation of stannite inclusions [28] . The low energy of the PL emission has also been tied to tail states arising from electrostatic potential fluctuations due to high compensation [26] .
Ordering 
| Chemical and electronic structure of Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 absorbers
To investigate the impact of the thermal treatment on the chemical and electronic structure, surface-sensitive XPS and UPS measurements with a characteristic attenuation length ( inelastic mean free path, IMFP) of λ ≈ 1-3 nm were performed. Figure 2 shows the XPS survey spectra of the CZTS samples, annealed for 1 and 13 minutes and with and without ordering treatment.
The XPS survey spectra of all four samples show strong intensities for the copper, zinc, tin, and sulfur-related peaks, as expected. We find that the Zn 2p peaks of the ordered samples have a significantly higher intensity. In parallel, the Cu 2p intensity of the ordered samples is slightly below those of the disordered samples, while the Sn 3d peak intensity remains constant. We have calculated the Zn/Sn ratio using the Zn 3d and Sn 4d peaks; these photoemission lines have similar kinetic energies and thus almost identical IMFP and analyzer transmission. Accordingly, the Zn/Sn ratio can be derived solely using the peak intensities and corresponding photoionization cross sections [30] . We find that the disordered and ordered absorber samples have a Zn/Sn ratio of 1.0 and 1.3 (±0.05), respectively. In addition, a minor O 1s signal and a small C 1s signal indicate a low amount of surface adsorbates.
To investigate the impact of the different treatments on the valence band maximum, Figure 3 shows the UPS valence band spectra of the CZTS absorbers annealed for 1 and 13 min with and without ordering treatment, respectively. The valence band maximum (VBM) is determined with a linear extrapolation of the leading edge of the valence band [31] . The approximations in this approach [31] lead to an absolute error of the VBM position of ± 0.1 eV, while relative changes F I G U R E 2 Mg K α -excited XPS survey spectra of four CZTS samples, which underwent different annealing times with and without ordering treatment. Prominent photoemission peaks and Auger features are labeled.
only depend on the uncertainty of the fit and can be determined with higher precision. Disordered and ordered samples show a similar spectral shape. For the ordered samples, the feature at ∼ 3 eV which is attributed to Cu 3d-derived states, is less intense than for the disordered samples, which can likely be explained with a copper reduction at the surface of the ordered absorbers (corroborated by the XPS results). The disordered samples show a VBM of -0.77 and -0.71 eV for the 1 and 13 min annealed sample, respectively. After the ordering treatment, the VBM significantly shifts downwards (i.e., away from the Fermi level) to -0.89 eV, independent of the sulfurization annealing time.
We note that the VBM shift at the surface is significantly larger than the changes of the bulk band gap discussed above. In addition to an increase of the electronic surface band gap, this could also be due to an overall downward shift of all electronic levels. In case of such a band bending, a rigid shift of all core-level lines in parallel with the VBM would also be expected. Analyzing the (relative) shifts of the Zn 2p 3/2 and Cu 2p 3/2 lines, we find that the variation from one sample to another is much smaller (in the range of up to +70 meV) than the VBM shift and in the opposite direction.
Thus, it is more likely that the changes in surface composition, in particular the reduced Cu content after the ordering treatment, leads to a widening of the band gap at the absorber surface. An earlier study showed that the difference in surface to bulk composition can indeed lead to an increased band gap at the surface compared to the bulk [6] .
| Devices with different Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 band gaps
It was demonstrated that the bulk and surface band gaps of CZTS can be modified by the choice of process conditions.
In the following, we investigate the influence of these process conditions on the parameters of the final devices. Figure 4 shows the JV curves for devices annealed for either 1 or 13 min, either ordered or disordered. difference is therefore unlikely to be a simple consequence of the surface condition. Rather, we speculate that the V O C difference highlights the important role of the sulfurization for the performance of the material. It appears that the shorter annealing, during which the sulfur partial pressure was kept high, resulted in material with better bulk properties, which could be due to the formation of fewer detrimental defects during the exposure to a higher sulfur partial pressure.
It has previously been demonstrated that CZTS with a ZTO buffer layer can outperform CdS devices, provided that the properties of the ZTO layer are tuned appropriately [13, 12, 16] . Since growth temperature and composition affects the band gap, it is necessary to tune the growth conditions to obtain an optimized band alignment [12] . The reason for the enhanced performance using ZTO instead of CdS is possibly due to reduced interface recombination because of either better band alignment [13] or formation of a Zn(O,S) passivating tunnel layer [16] . Reduced parasitic absorption furthermore gives a slightly increased J S C . The benefit of ZTO was however not clearly seen for all devices presented in this study. The only device that demonstrated a benefit of ZTO was the 1 min annealed disordered sample with a band gap of 1.59 eV. For all other devices shown here the V O C and efficiency of the ZTO devices were lower than the CdS references. Since both lower band gap absorbers (1.55 eV) and higher band gap absorbers (1.64 eV) did not benefit from the ZTO buffer layer, it is likely that the CB alignments cannot explain the different device performances alone.
The short 1 min anneal resulted in devices that perform better than the baseline 13 min anneal. One reason for this is that devices annealed for 13 minutes tend to show a kink in the JV curves (i.e., a blocking behavior), which could be related to the back contact [21] . Malerba et al. reported that a band gap widening of 170 mV due to CZTS ordering could result in blocking that, in turn, is explained by a back contact barrier [21] . Their model assumes that the VB is shifted down by the same amount as the band gap widening.
F I G U R E 5 TEM and EDS measurements of D1/CdS, an 1 min annealed CZTS device (top row) and D13/CdS, a 13 min annealed sample (bottom row). In EDS measurements the top of the color bar in the right (red) represents high relative concentration, while the bottom (blue) represents low relative concentration.
To further shed light on the blocking behavior of the 13 min annealed devices, the micro-structure is analyzed by TEM measurements. Figure 5 shows the resulting cross sections of a 1 and 13 min annealed absorber after device finishing with CdS buffer layers (D13/CdS and D1/CdS). The grains are significantly smaller after 1 min of sulfurization compared to after 13 min, where grain sizes approach the film thickness. Also small voids are observed in the 1 min sample. This could be a result of preferential sputtering of ZnS when preparing the TEM lamellas [33] . It is noticed that the MoS 2 interlayer formed at the Mo/CZTS interface is thicker in the 13 min sample than in the 1 min sample. This could have a detrimental effect on the device performance [34, 35, 36] . The degree to which the MoS 2 layer is detrimental is, however, not fully understood. It should be noted that the record efficiency CZTS devices had an almost 200 nm thick MoS 2 interface layer, and did not suffer from low FF due to hole blocking [1] . The MoS 2 could still contribute to increased series resistance. Zn-and Sn-rich regions are observed in both samples (presumably secondary ZnS and SnS 2 phases, respectively). The Zn-rich regions are small and distributed throughout the layer after 1 min of annealing, and form larger regions either at the surface or near the back contact after longer annealing times. Sn-rich regions are primarily seen at the back contact of both samples. TEM measurement of devices with ordered absorbers did not show any distinguishable difference from the samples shown here, and are therefore not included. Based solely on the TEM measurements it is not possible to ascribe the Sn-rich regions to SnS 2 . The device stack was therefore removed and the back contact and back side of the absorber were probed by Raman spectroscopy. Figure 6 shows the Raman spectra obtained from the Mo back contact after absorber removal. The modes at 288, 383, and 409 cm −1 can be ascribed to MoS 2 [37] . The modes at 205 and 314 cm −1 are ascribed to SnS 2 [38, 39, 40] . In Figure 5 the 13 min sample shows a strong presence of SnS 2 grains at the back contact. It is possible that these grains could act as a hole barrier if the density is sufficiently large. In our previous study SnS was found at the back contact [38] . The fact that SnS 2 is formed in this study indicates that the partial pressure of SnS 2 (g) and sulfur was higher compared to our earlier work. It was observed that SnS acts as an electron barrier at the front contact, but not as a hole blocking layer at the back contact [38] . Since the band gap of SnS 2 (about 2.1 -2.3 eV [41, 39] ) is much larger than SnS (1.1 -1.3 eV [38, 42] ), it is conceivable that large quantities of SnS 2 at the back contact could act as a barrier to hole transport.
F I G U R E 6
Raman scattering measured with a laser wavelength of 532 nm. The red spectrum is measured on a SnS 2 reference sample. The black and blue spectra are measured on the Mo back contact after absorber delamination of D1/CdS and D13/CdS.
In Figure 5 it is noticed that Cd has accumulated at grain boundaries and at the CZTS /MoS 2 interface. This is most clearly seen in the 13 min sample, but has also been observed in the 1 min sample. It is important to keep in mind that the devices were not heated after CdS deposition, so it seems likely that the Cd diffused into the grain boundaries during the 60 • C CBD process or during ZnO:Al sputtering. It is not common to observe Cd in the grain boundaries of CZTS, but it has been observed in nano-porous layers [43] . In that case it was argued that CdS aids passivation and collection from the grain boundaries. Whether Cd plays a similar role in these experiments cannot be concluded based on these results. It can, however, be ruled out that the Cd in-diffusion is the reason for the blocking behaviour seen in 13 min annealed samples, since the blocking is also observed for devices with ZTO buffer layers.
Even though the grains of the 1min annealed samples were significantly smaller, these devices had superior performance compared to the 13 min anneals. If grain boundaries are detrimental to the device operation, it would be expected that the 13 min anneals result in better performance. It could therefore appear that the grain boundaries are not detrimental, or to some extent passivated, as it has been suggested for CIGS [44] . The result is an indication that the quality of the grain interior (defect types and densities) might be more important than the density of grain boundaries at the current level of device performance. It is speculated that the high sulfur vapor pressure that is maintained in the short anneal is the key in improving the bulk properties.
| CONCLUSIONS
It is demonstrated that the band gaps of the CZTS bulk and its surface are very sensitive to the annealing conditions and thermal history of the material. Samples with a wide range of bulk band gaps can be obtained by variation of the annealing time and ordering of samples. It was demonstrated that both the surface composition and the valence band maximum was altered when exposing the samples to the ordering treatment. Furthermore, different buffer layers have been investigated with the goal to optimize the band alignment between buffer layer and absorber. A combination of
